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This paper presents a morphological (process-form) and depositional (process-product) facies analysis of two types
of active transgressive dunefields (facies associations) in the mid-south coast of Santa Catarina State. The Ibiraqüera
dunefield (Imbituba) has parabolic geometry and about 5 kilometers of extension. It migrates inland and it's
separated from the beach by a vegetated deflation plain. The influence of the vegetation on the dynamics of
morphological facies in this dunefield is very common. The Grande do Sul dunefield (Jaguaruna) migrates parallel
to the beach along tens of kilometers. It has a predominance of unvegetated morphological facies. When common
facies to both dunefields are compared, the Grande do Sul's morphological facies are larger and their depositional
facies are finer-grained. Two hypotheses can explain the differences between these dunefields. The first one involves
a larger sand volume available to be transported by the wind at Grande do Sul beach: this sand volume comes
probably from the adjacent inner shelf, which is wider and gentler on the Jaguaruna coast than on the Imbituba coast.
The second hypothesis considers the angular relation between shoreline orientation and the effective wind direction.
The maintenance of the eolian supply is favored in the beach-dunefield system that has an orientation more parallel
to the prevalent wind from NE, i.e. Grande do Sul dunefield. The grain size differences are possibly related to the
length of the dunefields: the tendence to finer and better sorted sediments in Grande do Sul dunefield than in
Ibiraqüera dunefield can be attributted to greater length and longer transport in the former.
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ABSTRACT

Morphological and Depositional Facies of Transgressive Dunefields in the
Imbituba-Jaguaruna Region, Santa Catarina State, Southern Brazil

C. T. Martinho†; P. C. F. Giannini† A. O. Sawakuchi† and P.A. Hesp‡;

INTRODUCTION

In the active transgressive dunefields from the middle-south
coast of Santa Catarina State (Figure 1), two different facies
associations can be recognized by their morphological aspects.
These associations have been denominate respectively as distal
and proximal, when the criterion is their relative position in the
depositional system, and as deflation and massive, when the
criterion is the morphodynamic state (G , 2002; Figure
2). The distal facies association predominates in the north from
Laguna county and presents smaller extensions (about 5
kilometers), with a deflation plain between the dunefield and
the beach. This facies association must be related with a lower
influx/eflux ratio. The proximal facies association occurs
mainly in the south from Santa Marta cape, and extends for
many kilometers alongshore, without deflation facies. It has
been formed by the continuous pread of sand along many
kilometers on the coast under a higher influx/eflux ratio. In both
facies associations, the dunefields migrate to SW, blown by the
NE effective wind.

The purpose of this paper is to characterize the
morphological facies present in both dunefields and to
recognize the correspondent depositional facies based on grain
size attributes, sedimentary structures and bounding surfaces.
The aim is to relate the active processes in each facies
association with their corresponding morphological and
sedimentary responses, establishing the process-form and
process-product relations. The chosen dunefields are located at
Ibiraqüera's beach, Imbituba county, and at the Grande do Sul's
beach, Jaguaruna county, representing the distal and the
proximal facies associations, respectively (Figure 1).

The depositional facies were individualized and described
through trenches cut in each recognized morphological facies.
When available, natural outcrops were described too. In
morphological facies that have slipfaces, surface strike and dip
were systematically measured with the purpose to compare the
modern bedform spatial orientation patterns with the
correspondent cross-stratification and bounding surfaces
patterns, and then elaborate models to explain the mechanism
and preservation potential of these stratifications in the
geological record. The criteria used to identify and classify the
bounding surfaces were those established by B
(1977) and modified by K (1981).

The granulometric results refer to the mean diameter and
standard deviation calculated by the moments analythical
technique. The mean diameter is expressed in the nominal scale
of W (1922) and the standard deviation values are
converted to the nominal sorting classes of F and W
(1957).
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MORPHOLOGICAL FACIES

The iden t i f i ed morpholog ica l fac ies can be
morphodynamically separated in vegetation-influenced and
vegetation non-influenced. The facies with vegetation
influence, from proximal to distal are nine:

: are aeolian accumulations of sand in the
vegetation, continuous alongshore, occurring on the inner
backshore (for intermediate/reflective morphodynamic beach
types) or on the upper foreshore (the morphodynamic beach

Foredunes
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type that predominates on the Santa Catarina's coast is (for
dissipative) morphodynamic beach types).

are small sand ridges formed by sand
deposition in (i) deflation plain vegetation growing along the

active downwind margins of deflation plains and basins (similar
to foredune formation), or (ii) vegetation which has colonized
the lower stoss face of transverse dunes. They are formed during
oreverseffshore wind events. As the dune or dunefield migrates
downwind, the gegenwalle ridge is left behind, and in case (ii),
preserveings the upwind transverse dunefield edge geometry.

e,
periodic wetting and a dispersed cover of pioneer vegetation.

: are typically asymmetrical sand mounds,
partially vegetated, which occur in the middle of the dunefield.
They represent remnant parts of preexisting eolian deposits that
were differentially eroded. Their lee side is densely vegetated
while the stoss side is typically non-vegetated and
predominantly erosional.

: are long sand ridges that form where
sand “precipitates” or falls into vegetation along the margin(s)
of the active dunefield. They are more vegetated and steeper on

Blowouts

Parabolic dunes

Trailing ridges

Gegenwalle ridges

Nebkhas

Interdune plains

:

:

:

are mixed (erosional-depositional) features,
formed by wind erosion of preexisting sandy deposits followed
by downwind local redeposition. The morphology consists of a
deflation basin delimitated by subparallel erosional walls that
close, toward the downwind side, into a U shaped depositional
lobe.

are characterized by a U shape geometry.
They display similar components to a blowout, but are
distinguished by having longer erosive walls or trailing ridges
or arms.

These are of two types: the long arms of the
parabolic dunes (above); and low, long narrow ridges formed
where vegetation colonises the outer margins of transverse
dunes. The inner side is eroded leaving a long trailing ridge
behind as the dune migrates downwind (H , in press). They
are parallel to the effective wind and, while forming, are
characterized by having a depositional vegetated outerside and
an erosive unvegetated innerside.

:

: are discrete vegetated sand mounds formed by
eolian deposition in vegetation. Shadow dunes may form
downwind of the nebkha.

: are almost flat areas, placed between the
dunes, where deflation predominates over deposition. The
interdune plains are characterized by constant moistur
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Figure 1. Studied area localization, southern Brazil, mid-south coast of Santa Catarina State, Imbituba-Jaguaruna region. The quaternary
coastal depositional systems are based on G and S (1994) map.IANNINI ANTOS
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the depositional outer side than on the erosional inner side
(H and T , 1990). The sinuosity of their crest depends on
the presence of secundary advance fronts (G , 1993)

The facies with minimal or no influence of the vegetation
includes five main types:

: are relatively straight-crested sand mega
bedforms displaying a transverse orientation to the effective
wind.

: are laterally coalesced barchan dunes,
with sinuous crests and transverse orientations to the effective
wind.

: are eolian deposits with linear crests,
lengthened subparallel to the effective wind. They are attached
to the concave and highest part of the barchanoid chain. Their
formation is probably related to temporary changes in the wind
direction. The crest can sometimes be reworked by blowouts.

: are upward concave interdune zones
located between a dune's stoss face and the next climbing dune's
leeface. They occur typically in the middle of the dunefield.

: are the dunefield principal advance
fronts, with hundred meters to kilometers of length. They are
sometimes parabolic-shaped and migrate over vegetated
terrains with the same direction of the effective wind.

At the south of Santa Marta cape, the coastline acquires a
direction approximately parallel to the effective wind, and for
this reason, the dunefield length also becomes parallel to the
coast (Figure 3B). Transverse dunes occur on the upper
foreshore from the northeast limit of the Grande do Sul beach, in
the Camacho inlet, until around 15km to SW. The interdune
plains undergo periodic floods and wave overwash, whaitch
limits the transverse dunes migration and, consequently,
produces vegetation development and nebkha formation
(GIANNINI & SANTOS, 1994). In the landward direction, the
gradual increase in the height and crest sinuosity of the non-
vegetated dunes and the appearance of linear extensions
characterize the change from transverse to barchanoid chains.
The inner border is formed by precipitation ridges with well
developed secondary advance fronts. The main advance fronts
are composed of depositional lobes with low length/width rates
(2/1). The more distal part of the Grande do Sul dunefield, at
SW, between the Arroio Corrente inlet and the Campo Bom
village, is the only stretch of coast with foredunes.

At the northern limit of the Ibiraqüera beach,
there are discontinuous incipient foredune ridges, 2,2m high. In
the zone between the

Apparently, the incipient foredunes of the northern extreme
of the beach are destabilized by burial, produced by the high
local sand supply. The high supply is responsible for the
building of unvegetated protodunes and transverse dunes on the
foreshore. Thus, the longshore variation of the dune
morphology, shown by the gradual rise of unvegetated dunes
from SSW to NNE, provides evidence that the sand supply
increases in this direction. Two main factors determine for this
increase. The first is related to the net longshore drift to the
NNE, which would store sediments in the northern part of the
beach. The second factor is the beach concavity, and the
consequent obliquity of the wind in relation to the coastline. In
the north, the coast line is parallel direction to the effective wind
from the NE, so the sand remains on the foreshore. An absence
of obstacles allows for higher local wind speeds and favours
deposition by traction carpet processes. Southward, the wind
starts to blow obliquely landwards or onshore, dispersing the
sand toward the deflation plain. This favours vegetated dune
development and disfavours the maintenance of the transverse
dunes and protodunes.

White sandy sediments with trough cross-bedding under the
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Transverse dunes
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Linear extentions

Interdune depressions

Depositional lobes

Foredunes

FACIES ASSOCIATIONS

Proximal Facies Association (Grande do Sul
Dunefield)

Distal Facies Association (Ibiraqüera Dunefield)
The Ibiraqüera dunefield has a parabolic geometry and

oblique position (about 25°) to the coastline. It advances over a
vegetated terrain (Figure 3A). This facies association begins
with foredunes adjacent to the beach, locally interrupted by
blowouts. Landwards, it changes into a vegetated and/or wet
deflation plain, with a rough surface on which there are
gegenwalle ridges, trailing ridges and isolated parabolic dunes.
In the inner part of the dunefield, the deflation facies disappear
and barchanoid chains, interdune depressions, remnant knobs
and linear extensions occur. The depositional lobes, at the

advancing front of the dunefield, present a high length/width
ratio (3/1) and the secondary advance fronts, in the precipitation
ridges, are not well developed.

mean swash line and the foredune ridges,
there are 0,5m high and 3,5m spaced protodunes and/or small
transverse dunes, in which traction carpet transport seems to be
the most important forming process. About 2,5 km southward,
the foredune becomes a continuous and established ridge, 3 to
4m high. On the foot of this ridge, a ramp-shaped incipient
foredune appears, with a height of 0,5m. Southward, the
incipient foredunes disappear and the established foredune
ridge is transformed into a terrace 0,4m high. At the beach
southern limit, the moisture and cohesion of the foreshore sand
increases and consequently the foredunes cannot be formed.

The gegenwalle ridges usually show
reworked features such as shadow dunes and blowouts. They
are constituted by well to very well sorted fine sands. Their
deposits, 0,2m thick, have dark brown colour owing to the
organic matter impregnation. The facies presents subhorizontal
dips with gentle truncations and strike variation reaching 160°.
The presence of organic matter and the variation in the dip
direction are due to the large influence that the vegetation has on
this feature, preserving not only the foreset but also the backset.

MORPHOLOGICAL AND DEPOSITIONAL
FACIES OF THE IBIRAQÜERA DUNEFIELD

:

Gegenwalle ridges:

Morphological and Depositional Facies of Dunefields
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Figure 2. Schematic model of the two facies associations
present in the area. A) Deflation or distal facies association. B)
Massive or proximal facies association. (G , 2002).IANNINI



Figure 3. A)Aerial photo of Ibiraqüera dunefield, an example of
distal facies association. B) Aerial photo of Grande do Sul
dunefield, an example of proximal facies association..

gegenwalle ridges, were interpreted as a relict of the passage of
barchanoid chains.

Trailing ridges

Barchanoid chains:

Linear extensions

Interdune depressions

Remnant knobs

Precipitation ridge

Depositional lobe:

Transverse dunes

: The barchanoid chains of the outer border of
the dunefield became parabolized due to vegetation retention
along their margins, and the low sediment supply in the
deflation plain. These parabolic dunes, attached to barchanoid
chains, are asymmetrical shaped: the inner arm, with less
vegetation, is poorly developed and shorter than the outer arm,
which is recognised as a trailing ridge. In this facies, two sets of
cross-strata are observed, the lower, with fine sand, and the
upper with medium sand. Both sets are moderate to well sorted.
The lower set dips concordantly to the active outer side of the
trailing ridge, and it is truncated by the upper set. The upper set
has a gentler dip and represents deposits from the top of the
trailing ridge.

The barchanoid chains from Ibiraqüera
are about 20m high. The sediments from the foot, middle and
summit of the leeface are composed of fine sands. The sands
from the foot and middle are better sorted than the summit ones.
The leeface dip azimuth frequency distribution is bimodal, with
dispersion around 60°, what reflects the characteristic sinuosity
of this bedform. In the stossface, the dip azimuth dispersion is
even larger, about 180°. Despite this fact, the mean vector is in
agreement with the main direction of the effective wind. In the
trenches, more than eight planar cross-stratification sets,
truncated amongst themselves by third order surfaces, were
observed. This stratification, similar to the leeface, has a
bimodal frequency distribution. There is also a secondary mode
with a dip azimuth to the NE, that is possibly formed by
preserved stossface or reverse wind deposits.

The Ibiraqüera's linear extensions reach
20m in height. Their sediments are fine, coarsening upward
sands. The degree of sorting varies from well to moderate. More
than six planar cross-stratification sets, separated by third order
surfaces, were identified. In these sets, there are frequent
intercalations of lenticular lamina of medium sand and tabular

lamina of fine sand that correspond to grain flow and grain fall
processes respectively. Tabular laminae of heavy mineral
concentrations are also abundant. The sets show a dip azimuth
range about 180°, with direction always in the south quadrants.
Their mode is 90° from the effective wind direction. This
azimuth distribution resembles the pattern found in linear dunes
( ) within , of which aerodynamic flow conditions could
be taken as a model to explain the linear extension forming
process. Thus, the building of a linear extension is associated
with deposition by winds with small directional deviations
(reaching 90°) in relation to the main wind direction
(orthogonal to the barchanoid chain crest). The chevron-like
pattern of the cross sets, with Z shaped truncation surfaces, is
similar to the classical stratification and converges
therefore to this hypothesis.

The sediments of the interdune
depressions are well sorted fine sands. The sedimentary deposit
found in this facies is represented by a centimetre thick layer,
with attitude coincident to the actual surface. The small
thickness of this deposit lead to the interpretation that the
interdune depression deposits are little or not preserved in the
sedimentary record.

Cross-stratification sets were found under the interdune thin
deposits. These sets have an orientation similar to the
barchanoid chains, so they represent the distal portion of the
barchanoid chain.

The studied remnant knob was located
between the depositional lobe stossface and a barchanoid chain
leeface. Its sediments are classified as well sorted fine sand. In a
general view from the remnant knob stossface, subhorizontal
cross-stratifications can be identified. In a more detailed scale
(centimetre) there are truncations and internal cross-
laminations, which dip against the main effective wind. The
stratification dip direction has great dispersion (about 180°).
Such dispersion can be attributed to the irregular surfaces and
decimetrical blowouts produced by the wind acting around the
vegetation, as well as to the backset deposition and preservation
within the plants.

: The precipitation ridge sediments have a
fine sand mean diameter, and are fining upward. The sorting
worsens vertically. The depositional facies shows cross-
stratifications with abundant heavy minerals lamina
intercalations. These laminae have irregularities and
corrugations that are probably produced through the agitation of
plants by the wind. The orientation of the cross-strata is
coincident to the precipitation ridge external face and represents
the direction of the dunefield secondary advance front.

The studied depositional lobe reaches 3m
in height. The mean size is predominantly fine sand, with better
upwards sorting. The slipface dip direction varies about 120°
between the two opposite sides of the lobe, defining, thereby, a
parabolic geometry. In the trench at the lateral part of the lobe,
there are cross-stratifications locally tangential on the top.
Planar cross laminations internal to the strata are quite common,
as well as heavy mineral or coarse-grained laminae.
Equidimensional decimetrical deformation structures,
produced by trampling, locally disturb the stratification. In the
front part of the lobe, cross-stratifications tangential (possibly
sigmoidal) or truncated on the top by a third order surface can
occur.

From NE to SW, the Grande do Sul
dunefield begins, on the upper foreshore, with 4 to 8m high
transverse dunes intercalated by lower ones (about 2m high).
Around 3km towards the SW, the sand dunes increase their size,
reaching heights of 17m. Their sediments are very well sorted,
very fine sand. Two planar cross-stratifications sets, separated
by a third order surface, were observed. The lower set, at least
0,4m thick, presents an orientation similar to the leeface. The

:

:

:

:

seif ergs

seif

MORPHOLOGICAL AND DEPOSITIONAL
FACIES OF THE GRANDE DO SUL
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upper set, around 0,2m thick, has a strike and dip gently
discordant to the leeface, indicating a probable temporary
change in the wind direction.

The interdune plains are constituted of
very well sorted fine sands. The internal structures are
monotone, with horizontal plan-parallel stratifications. On their
surface, adhesion structures and nebkhas are very common.

: The nebkhas occur in the interdune plains and on
the deflation plain behind the transverse dunes. Their heights do
not exceed 0,5m. The sediments are well sorted fine sands. The
internal structures are composed by thin sets of low angle dip
cross stratifications with great dispersion of dip direction.
These structures are typical of discrete, low, eolian bedforms
that are fixed by the vegetation, preserving both foresets and
backsets.

Under the nebkha deposits, there is a mottled, subhorizontal
layer of dark wet sediments, without apparent sindepositional
structures, that are possibly interdune plain deposits.

These chains present
straight to sinuous crests, and are sometimes the lateral
continuation of foreshore transverse dunes (G , 1993).
When independent, they are 6 to 10 m high. When attached to
the foreshore transverse dunes, the chains can even be higher.
The sediments are predominantly very well sorted fine sands,
although there is a subtle fining southward. Their structures are
not different from those already described for this facies in the
Ibiraqüera dunefield. Paleodunes outcrop in the interdune
depressions.

The precipitation ridge becomes an
expressive morphological feature starting from 8km southward
from the NE beach limit. In Arroio Corrente village, it reaches
18m high. The sand is fine grained and very well sorted. The
internal structures are similar to those already described in the
correspondent facies of the Ibiraqüera dunefield. In Campo
Bom village, on the dunefield southern edge, the precipitation
ridge is anchored in paleodune hills.

The depositional lobes, around 24m in
height, are densely vegetated on their foot and they are moving
toward the Campo Bom village. Their sands are fine-grained
and very well sorted.

Near theArroio Corrente inlet, the foredunes are
discontinuous and mound shaped, with 1,4m of height. To the
southwest, the foredunes increase their continuity forming a
2,3m high ridge, with an incipient foredune terrace, 0,6m in
height. Southward, in Campo Bom village, foredunes change to
an 1,6m high, undulate, continuous terrace.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

LITERATURE CITED

All morphological facies recognized in both dunefields,
except the interdune depression, have well developed and
preserved depositional facies.

The main differences between the two dunefields studied in
this paper are:

The trailing ridges and gegenwalle ridges are exclusive to
the deflation plains, and therefore, they do not occur in the
Grande do Sul dunefield.

The Ibiraqüera barchanoid chains are higher and have a
larger content of coarse and medium sand, a coarser mean
size and are less sorted sediments.

The Grande do Sul precipitation ridge is higher, and the
sediments are better sorted and have a larger proportion of
fine sand.

The Grande do Sul depositional lobes are much higher and
have a larger sand volume than Ibiraquera's. In addition, they
have less medium sand, finer grain size and better sorting.

The influence of vegetation is significantly less in the

Grande do Sul dunefield, as shown by the few facies that
have their formation process associated with vegetation
plants.
Two hypotheses are proposed to explain the differences

between the dunefields. The first is related to sediment supply;
There is a larger sand volume available to be transported in
Grande do Sul than in Ibiraqüera. The reason for this is the wider
and gentler inner shelf southward from Santa Marta cape
(G , 1993).

The second hypothesis is that the contrast in the coastline
orientation favours the maintenance of the eolian supply inside
the beach-dunefield system which has the most parallel
orientation to the NE prevalent wind, and that is Grande do Sul
beach. According to this hypothesis, in this beach, the sand
blown by the wind migrates predominantly along the beach,
with low rates of onshore sediment loss. The reason to Grande
do Sul dunefield being longer than Ibiraqüera can be just a
question of wind fetch, combined with local supply. Southward
from Santa Marta cape, the coastline projection eastward
favours the free action of the north winds. Furthermore, in
Grande do Sul beach, there are not significant obstacles to dune
migration. In contrast, at Ibiraqüera, the presence of the lagoon
at the north of the beach restricts the sand supply, and the
existence of bedrock around the area represents limitations to
the wind action an obstacle to the sand transport. Presumably
the alongshore supply of sediment to Ibiraqüera is also less than
to Grande do Sul in the medium to long term.

The grain size differences between analogous facies, present
in both facies associations, can be explained by the dunefield
length. The longer the dunefield length, the longer the transport
distance and time (e.g. Grande do Sul dunefield), and, hence,
the finer the grain size and the better the sorting.
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